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DEFINED THROUGH THE WORK 
OF ALL OUR STAFF EVERY DAY.

The White Rose Academies Trust is a member of Luminate Education 
Group. Together, the academies (Leeds City Academy, Leeds East Academy, 
Leeds West Academy and Alder Tree Primary) provide education to almost 
4,000 4-16 year olds in Leeds. The Trust employs over 500 staff and has 
an annual turnover of £23 million.

Luminate Education Group also consists of Harrogate College, Keighley 
College, Leeds City College, Leeds Conservatoire, Leeds Sixth Form College 
and University Centre. It is one of the largest education providers in the 
Yorkshire region, with over 30,000 students and 2,000 staff members, 
offering education from Early Years through to Higher Education. The 
members work together to provide the best opportunities and experiences 
for students that are aligned to local needs and inclusive for all. The group 
has now established itself as ‘a leading voice in education, training and 
community transformation’.
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I became Chair a few weeks before the first lockdown and the start of one of the most 
challenging periods in all our lives. Many of us have been personally affected by the 
pandemic; losing loved ones, being unable to visit family, facing financial challenges.  
It is truly heart-breaking, yet throughout this period everyone within our Trust has worked 
tirelessly to provide stability and continuity for our communities, students and families. 

I feel fortunate to be working with some of the most talented educational professionals 
in Leeds, who set high expectations and are passionate about creating the best learning 
environments for students. We have much to navigate through these unpredictable times, 
but I believe we have the best team to lead us. I am proud to be in this role and supporting 
the ongoing success of our students, academies and Trust. 

WELCOME FROM THE  
CHAIR OF THE BOARD

Strong and effective governance is a vital element in the running of any successful Trust and individual 
academies. Those governing at Trust Board (Directors) and local academy level (Governors) are informed 
and empowered to operate in a transparent and ethical environment.
 
Our Directors and Governors have the same three core responsibilities which are:
• Overseeing financial performance and making sure money is well spent
• Holding leaders to account for educational performance
• Ensuring clarity of vision, ethos and strategic direction.

We are seeking for special individuals to join our teams, bringing their skills, experience and passion to 
contribute to the next stage of our extremely exciting and rewarding journey. We celebrate the diverse 
nature of our very special communities and are keen for our governance structures to reflect the 
communities in which our academies sit.
 
We are interested in hearing from people who:
• Are self-motivated and organised;
• Enjoy working as part of an inclusive and supportive team;
• Are passionate about improving the life chances for young people.
 
You don’t need any specific skills or experience to be a Director or Governor. You must be over 18, but you 
don’t need to be a parent or have experience working in education. Often, it’s the outside perspective 
you can bring that we need.

Volunteering to be a Director or Governor 
is a challenging but hugely rewarding role. 
As a Director/Governor you have the ability 
to transform the lives of young people whilst 
developing further skills and widening your 
experience.

We are often looking for new Directors/
Governors, so if you would like any further 
information or would like to be added onto 
our waiting list, then please email Sam Corbett 
corbett.s@whiteroseacademies.org regarding 
Director positions or Vicki Reynolds reynolds.v@
whiteroseacademies.org for Governor positions.

WHAT IS GOVERNANCE?

THE OPPORTUNITY

WHY SHOULD I BECOME A 
GOVERNOR?

WANT TO BECOME A 
GOVERNOR?

GOVERNOR
SPOTLIGHT

MARGARET PARKES 
CHAIR OF LOCAL ACCOUNTABILITY 
BOARD, LEEDS EAST ACADEMY  

Every issue, we shine a spotlight on one of our governors to 
learn more about them and their valuable contributions to 
our Trust.

Margaret’s career has been within the finance industry 
where she has worked for HSBC for over 25 years 
undertaking roles across the UK; starting as a management 
trainee, moving into various branch management roles, 
Operational Risk Manager, Regional Service Manager 
and Head of Contact Centre roles, before moving over to 
first direct in 2015, where she is currently Chief Operating 
Officer.

Margaret believes it is important for people to have the 
opportunity to develop to be the best that they can be and 
is excited to be a part of a multi-academy trust which is 
passionate about all students and staff achieving their full 
potential.

“During my time as Chair I am proud to have led the 
governors to have clear, open and honest conversations, 
where everyone has a voice and can be heard. This in turn 
has led to positive engagement and improvements.

“I see myself as a critical friend of the academy, helping 
the leadership team look at things through different lenses 
to make the most appropriate ways forward, ensuring our 
young people get the best education possible.

“I have been able to spend time in the academy observing 
lessons, meeting with the school council and taking on 
board the views and thoughts of staff and students, to 
enable me to raise any issues and also celebrate success.”

HELENA PHILLIPS
Chair of the Board
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Kate, you have served as Chair of Governors at Leeds West Academy and now you 
serve as Vice Chair of the Trust Board; so what has the transition been like?

Can you tell us why you chose to serve as a Governor and why you chose the White 
Rose Academies Trust?

Seamless, I was already on the Trust Board as I was the LAB Chair for LWA. Sadly, it was too 
much work to undertake two leadership roles in Governance for the trust so I have stepped 
aside at Leeds West where I was replaced by the excellent Caroline Gruen. She was the Vice 
Chair there with me, and is already making an excellent Chair of Governors for LWA, ensuring 
the school, pupils and community are well served.

Two reasons: firstly I worked closely with a number of the senior leaders of the trust through 
its formative years as I ran a Leadership Development Programme for what is now Luminate 
Education Group. One of the elements of that was to support the group to develop their 
strategy; I was hooked by the purpose, the aspiration for the children of Leeds, the people 
who were dedicating their professional lives to creating something innovative in education 
providing a pathway through schools into college. When I stopped running that leadership 
programme to set up my own company I was approached and asked if I’d like to ‘swap sides’ 
and join the leadership in a governance capacity. I jumped at the chance, I didn’t hesitate.

Secondly is a more personal reason. Years ago I used to run a Clinical Psychology clinic at 
the GP surgery on New Road Side in Horsforth, my office looked at what is now LWA. One 
Christmas a client of mine couldn’t afford to feed her kids or buy them presents: they went 
to what is now LWA. It caught at my heart strings and makes being a governor there and for 
the trust, even more poignant, I keep thinking back to those ex-pupils and that Christmas and 
hoping that what we do there now means we would spot that, and can stop that happening 
to another family.

Kate Pearlman Shaw served as Chair of Governors at Leeds West Academy (LWA) and now serves as 
Vice Chair of the Trust Board. Kate is the founder of Pearlman-Shaw Consultancy, a consultancy firm that 
specialises in behavioural leadership development.

Q&A
WITH KATE PEARLMAN-SHAW

Q:

Q:

A:

A:

What do you enjoy about serving as a Governor?

Can you describe your memories of school and the value you place, personally, on 
formal education?

Finally, why do you believe that other professionals, should seek to serve on an 
education board or local school governing body?

It sounds corny but giving back and helping. I have a set of skills that are useful to people 
so whichever Board I serve on I see this as my way of contributing to people’s wellbeing. I 
also have a job where I work alone, so working with a team, especially a team of incredibly 
talented and dedicated people, is a joy.

I don’t have terribly good memories of school. I was bullied badly in the days when not much 
was done about it. I was lucky as I was academic and used to seek solace in the library to 
study. So, while I value formal education as this is one route to success, I also think that the 
emphasis we place on behaviour at our schools is also important.

One of the things that impresses me so much at LWA, and our other schools, is the thinking 
that getting pupils into school and making sure they are able to learn is as important as the 
formal learning itself. So I support and take an interest in the attention we pay to attendance 
and behavioural initiatives: if we get kids into school (or at the moment access to tech) and 
help them to behave well, even feed them if needed, then we enable them to learn better.

I think many people don’t realise that they have skills and experiences that are super useful 
to educational boards. I think the traditional school board member is usually thought of 
as someone with an educational background, an accountant, or a retired professional or 
business person. So, if you don’t come from one of these backgrounds don’t discount what 
you can offer, and what the school or board can offer you.

KATE PEARLMAN-SHAW - MD AT PEARLMAN-SHAW CONSULTANCY
Leadership Development & Executive & Therapeutic Coaching
Tel: 0771 404 5695   Email: kate@pearlman-shawconsultancy.co.uk
Website: www.pearlman-shawconsultancy.co.uk  

Q:

Q:

Q:

A:

A:

A:

Have you served on other charity boards and what experience did this enable you to 
bring to the White Rose Academies Trust?

I have been a governor in the Social Housing Sector for many years and at the time of joining 
the trust my tenure as Chair of Leeds Jewish Housing Association was coming to an end. I was 
wanting another non-executive role, something purposeful in Leeds, so this was perfect.

I bring many years of governance experience at chair level: I’ve been part of great 
governance teams where I have interviewed for senior posts, gone through numerous 
performance audits, managed significant risks, overseen large development projects and 
restructured an organisation, twice. What I bring most from these experiences  is knowledge 
of effective governance, such as how to build a governing team and make the governance 
rules and regulations work for the organisation.

Q:
A:
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TRUST NEWS SOCIAL
SETTING

On 1 December 2020, Mill Field Primary School formally joined the White Rose Academies Trust as a 
sponsored academy. Now known as Alder Tree Primary, we are working with the school on its journey to 
becoming a provider of world class levels of education. Our plans include:  

• Implementing a curriculum that is exciting and enjoyable for children, which underpins the development 
of appropriate skills, knowledge and understanding in line with future career opportunities. 

• Improving the quality of teaching, so that every child, in every classroom, enjoys their learning and 
can make great progress. 

• Developing provision for those students with Special Educational Needs and Disabilities, ensuring 
every child receives targeted support. 

• Improving the experience for all children and ensuring that they enjoy school, feel safe and attend 
well. 

Congratulations to Gideon, Tom and 
Taymaa for being recognised as Mr 
Whitaker’s, CEO, Students of the Term.

We are proud of our student and 
staff bodies who have made such a 
positive return to our academies. There 
is a palpable passion for learning within 
classrooms and a positive and supportive 
attitude amongst all staff.

As our Year 11 students contemplate the next steps of their education, we at the White Rose Academies 
Trust are absolutely delighted to announce that four of our final year students have been offered a Sixth 
Form bursary place at The Grammar School at Leeds (GSAL).

After a rigorous application and interview process, Rayan, Fredlin, Morgan and Hong Jie now look forward 
to their induction into Year 12 at GSAL as they continue their academic studies. We are so very proud of 
their achievements – an outstanding effort from all involved, very well done. 

The White Rose Academies Trust is proud to announce its sponsorship of a local sports team as part of its 
purpose to raise ambitions for young people in its community.

The Trust has sponsored the under 10’s Girls Heat Team of Horsforth St. Margaret’s FC, a club which is close 
to one of the Trust’s schools: Leeds West Academy. As part of the sponsorship programme, the Trust has 
paid for new kits which the team have played in at their most recent matches, the majority of which they 
have won. 

The team’s coach, Tej Powar, commented:

“This support means the world to the girls as it enables them to keep playing the sport they love. It means that 
they can start aiming higher and pushing themselves further as we can now afford to participate in tournaments. 

It has been difficult to raise money due to the pandemic, so we are so fortunate to receive this funding.“

Andrew Whitaker, Deputy CEO – Teaching and Learning, Luminate Education Group and CEO of the White 
Rose Academies Trust, commented: 

“We feel incredibly privileged to sponsor this ambitious local football team. We wish the team every success with 
the new season!“

Last term Mr Whitaker presented Jenny, 
Receptionist at Leeds East Academy, with 
the Employee of the Term award.  Thank 
you for all you do Jenny.

WHITE ROSE WELCOMES
FIRST PRIMARY SCHOOL

WHAT HAVE WE BEEN UP TO? STAFF AND STUDENT 
SPOTLIGHT

WHITE ROSE YEAR 11 STUDENTS MOVE ON TO 
FURTHER ACADEMIC ASPIRATIONS

WHITE ROSE RAISES AMBITIONS BY 
SPONSORING LOCAL GIRLS FOOTBALL TEAM

FOLLOW
US... @WRACADEMIES @WRACADEMIES @WHITEROSEACADEMIES

Mr Whitaker met with 
our Trust Student Leaders 
to thank them for being 
such fantastic student 
ambassadors. 

We put together a 
WRAT Family Digital 
Wellbeing Package so 
all our families could 
take part in fun sessions 
and activities during the 
Easter break. 

Our WRAT CPD 
programme has 
continued to grow 
from strength to 
strength as colleagues 
have participated in 
numerous sessions led 
by trust colleagues and 
external coaches. 

@wracademeis @wracademies @Whiteroseacademies
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WHY WE CONTINUE TO DEVELOP 
OUR STAFF 
At the White Rose Academies Trust 
(WRAT), we work hard to develop a 
culture that ensures our employees feel 
valued and eager to keep developing 
their practice. We do this because it 
helps our strategic purpose to raise 
young people’s ambitions and deliver 
world-class teaching & learning. In other 
words: if staff are happy and eager to 
learn, then our students will be too.

We have been building our Trust-wide 
continuing professional development 
(CPD) programme for a number of years, 
and it continues to provide a varied offer 
for all colleagues at any stage of their 
careers.

We are delighted with how proactive 
our staff are at accessing our CPD 
programme and with the levels of 
engagement from colleagues at our 
academies and within the Luminate NICOLA WIDNALL

Trust Vice Principal

Education Group. We are also impressed with 
how our staff are becoming more autonomous 
with their CPD, choosing activities they know 
will make the biggest difference and at a time 
that suits them best.

Along with subject-specific sessions, here are 
examples of other sessions we’ve hosted, run 
by external and internal specialists: 

• Leadership Development e.g. the habits 
of highly successful people.

• Vulnerable Groups e.g. how to build self-
esteem in our young people.

• Professional development e.g. Radical 
Candor.

• Equality Diversity & Inclusion
• Beginner Teacher Programme

Looking ahead, our aim is to refine how we 
develop everyone across our organisation in a 
way that is relevant to their role and aspirations. 
We will also soon introduce our Governor CPD 
programme, which is a strand that we are 
extremely excited to offer, and we will provide 
more information about in the future.
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YOUNG
WOMEN’S

RAISING

TRUST EMPOWER PROGRAMME
The WRAT Empower Programme is an initiative that was launched 
Trust-wide in June. 

It is aimed at raising the aspirations and confidence of a 
cohort of Year 10 girls across the Trust. Developing these skills 
with our female students was identified as a priority after 
exploring data from both the WRAT Child Protection Online 
Management System (CPOMS) database (Sept 20 - April 
21) and national data. A selection of this data that 
was used to inform the planning of the programme is 
outlined below:

• Emotional and wellbeing CPOMS 
• 24% of the STEM workforce are female (ONS 

- Office for National Statistics)
• 7% of CEOs (Chief Executive Officer)in the 

top 100 UK companies are female (ONS 
- Office for National Statistics)

• National gender pay gap of 7.4% for 
full time workers (ONS - Office for 
National Statistics)

RACHEL HASSALL
Trust Vice Principal

The programme is being led by myself, Alicia Manners and 
Sarah Steel, in consultation with stakeholders across the 
Trust. The students will work towards achieving their Level 
2 Student Leadership Qualification with a specific focus 
for each half term, as follows; confidence, belief, aspire, 
equality, feel good and influence. 

Students enrolled on the programme will meet with their 
peers in their academy on a weekly basis for one hour 
session which will include a focus on inspirational women 
and an opportunity to develop the skills required for their 
Student Leadership Qualification. In addition, there will be 

opportunities to meet as a Trust-wide cohort to celebrate 
their progress and to listen to guest speakers.  

The programme will be launched as part of a 
female empowerment focus week. Assemblies 

and form times will be used to introduce 
the programme and the reasons why 

female empowerment is so important. 
Following on from this week, and in 

consultation with staff, the cohort 
for each academy will be finalised 

and informed, ready to start the 
programme in September 2021. 

ASPIRATIONS
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SIMON FORD
Vice Principal

Leeds City Academy

LEEDS
COMMUNITY 
SUPPORT
GROUP

COMMUNITY 
SUPPORT GUIDE

phases of the first lockdown, the organisations 
collaborated their strategic understanding of the 
Leeds Community on a fortnightly basis to ensure 
that those most in need received the support 
required.

A Community Support booklet was created with 
details of the range of support these and other 
organisations offered from financial support to 
food supplies, mental health support to support 
for ethnic minorities, this working party is a real 
testament to what organisations in Leeds can 
achieve when they work together.

The network of organisations involved in the group 
continues to widen with now over 20 members 
and, the outstanding and collaborative approach 
taken by the organisations continues to support 
the most vulnerable families and communities 
on a daily basis as the fallout of the pandemic 
emerges. 

Our Trust works with some of the most deprived and 
diverse communities in the country. Under normal 
circumstances, the challenges faced by many of 
the families that we work with can be complex and 
profound, but when the direct impact of COVID 
19 started to manifest itself in March 2020, many of 
the communities became further disadvantaged 
as a direct result of the pandemic. 

Though all academies put robust welfare checks 
and support in place for all of its families, the 
widespread impact of the lockdown meant 
that there was a complex and wide reaching 

need to get help to those most in need. It was 
also very apparent that there was a multitude of 
organisations working extremely hard to support 
these communities. In an effort to coordinate 
the available supporting organisations, the Trust 
reached out to a wide range of community, 
regional and national organisations to engage in 
a working party with the sole aim of focussing all of 
the resources available to the best places and to 
support each other in doing so.

May 2020, this group held its first meeting with  
eight different organisations. During the initial 
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COVID-19’S IMPACT ON 
SCHOOL OPERATIONS

In some ways, COVID-19’s impact on our operations is 
straightforward, for example, we have had to prioritise 
budgets and logistics for cleaning, especially for 
microbial mist fogging deep cleans.  

 
We also conducted thorough Risk Assessments before 
each return post-lockdown and these have been 
openly available on the COVID FAQ webpages of 
each academy website. But in many other ways, 
we have had to adapt and adjust according to our 
priorities: the Trust was aware of the significant impact 
of COVID-19 on our students & staff members wellbeing, 
so when we returned in Sept 2020 the Trust offered to 
cover costs so every student and staff member could 
have a hot lunchtime meal. We also paid and sent out 
meal vouchers to our most vulnerable families when 
they needed it most. 

 
This need to adapt was vital to ensure the safety of 
our whole community. If I was going to see a silver 
lining from this pandemic, then I would say that I 
hope it increases awareness of the importance 
of operational effectiveness within education. 
Everyone witnessed this need firsthand when at 
the start of 2021 we worked hard to assemble 
everything we needed to ensure that students 
and staff could be regularly tested. 
 
I think that this pandemic has highlighted the 
need for clarity when developing systems and 
processes because if people do not know 
when a situation arises, then this could be 
quite catastrophic. This is certainly the case 
when we’ve developed the arrangements for 
year group bubbles and our procedures when 
reacting to potential positive cases. 
 
I also think this has highlighted a need for an area 
that I am quite passionate about when it comes 
to operations: the power of helping managers to 
be autonomous when leading their departments. 
If they understand what is needed, then they 
can adapt to situations and deliver successful 
solutions should problems arise.

SAM BRADLEY
Trust Business 

Director
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SPECIALIST INCLUSIVE 
PROVISION POLICY: 
A NEW APPROACH TO 
ALTERNATIVE PROVISION
Last academic year, we established the Trust Commissioning 
Group, which includes representation from our Board, and 
began to establish changes to how the Trust reviews and 
approves decisions to place students into Alternative Provision 
(AP).

We’ve developed our approach even further from those initial 
panel hearings and we’re confident that the resulting structure 
will improve the support students receive throughout the full 
process of considering Alternative Provision. 

This new approach will ensure that if we consider whether a 
mainstream setting is not the most successful approach for a 
student - despite robust and careful processes – then that student 
will be fully supported and the decision to place them into 
Alternative Provision will be thoroughly scrutinised, rationalised 
and well-evidenced.

As a Trust, we want to make our expectations clear about this 
new approach. 

In April 2021, Trust Executive Leaders approved and published 
the Specialist Inclusive Provision Policy to bring about greater 
understanding and clarity in our processes regarding Alternative 
Provision. For the first time, this has laid out our vision, values, and 
structure to ensure students receive the care and support that 
they need. As we begin planning for the 2021/22 academic year, 
the newly published policy will be used as a clear framework of 
expectations and direction.

You will note, of course, that the title of the policy is Specialist 
Inclusive Provision and not Alternative Provision. This change in 
language seeks to reframe this often-stigmatised sector and 
seeks to establish a more positive name within the Trust. 

This shift in language - and perception - may take time, but these 
decisions will hopefully demonstrate that we see, think and act 
in a very different way to other schools and Trusts. 

LEE GARNER
Trust Associate Assistant Principal

ONCE WHITE ROSE, 
ALWAYS WHITE ROSE:
THE WHITE ROSE ACADEMIES 
ALUMNI GROUP 
Our Trust is soon to open the White Rose Academies Trust Alumni Group – a new community for every 
student who has studied at one of our academies ever since the Trust was formed in 2014.

This is an exciting opportunity to be part of something special: a community where you can access a 
wide range of opportunities and advice, connect with fellow members and inspire future generations of 
White Rose students.

Once you join as a member, you’ll receive regular newsletters from the Trust with the latest news 
stories, blogs, employability opportunities, discounts, benefits and more. It’s something we are currently 
developing and we would really like to hear from any ex-students who would like to become an alumni 
member or from any businesses or organisations who feel they may be able to benefit this growing group 
of young adults. Contact marketing@whiteroseacademies.org.

“Since leaving high school, I have worked 
with Price Waterhouse Coopers on a digital 
technologies internship and have been 
lucky enough to earn a scholarship with 
them and the University of Leeds, including 
a fully funded degree in Computer Science 
BSc, An internship every summer working 
with their IT department, a year in industry 
and a secured job once I have earnt 
my degree. I now also tutor high school 
students and tour colleges with the firm 
encouraging people to get interested in 
the technology industry.”

MEGAN
ALUMNI MEMBER 
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As governors we ensure that all policies, budgets and results are carefully scrutinised, but we also support 
academy colleagues in both successful and challenging times. There are many activities that the Chair 
gets involved with during the course of an academic year, many of which unfortunately have been put 
on hold due to the pandemic. However, through this period we have continued to meet and to forge links 
with students and staff, so we can develop a greater understanding for what happens on a daily basis. I 
am immensely proud to undertake this role and I am looking forward to visiting the academy once again.

PAUL MORRISEY
Chair of the Local Accountability Board (LAB) for Leeds City Academy

MESSAGE FROM 
THE LAB CHAIR

Congratulations to Mrs Clegg who was 
Employee of the Month – Associate Staff.

Congratulations to Miss Bisset who was 
the Employee of the Month – Teaching 
Staff.

We would like to recognise the following 
students for demonstrating our In 
Partnership values; Josh Year 9, Ellie Year 
7 and Grace in Year 11.

STAFF AND STUDENT 
SPOTLIGHT

WHAT HAVE WE BEEN UP TO?

We ran a writing 
competition and 
Sorana entered with 
a fantastic piece and 
she was awarded 
with a book and a 
voucher! 

Our fantastic Year 
11 students have 
engaged with Peak 
Performance sessions 
and made some 
delicious food!

Many students 
received Mr 
Chattoe’s Student 
of the Week award, 
including Anna!

LCA NEWS SOCIAL
SETTING

Every week Mr Chattoe recognises one or more students 
with this award if they have been a positive role model and 
displayed the ‘In Partnership’ values. Recent winners include 
a new student who has fully embraced the school values, a 
student who has 100% attendance and put in 100% effort, and 
a caring student who has helped their friend through a tough 
time. 

Several students have displayed their passion for reading & 
writing and have been rewarded for their efforts. This includes 
our Lockdown Writing Competition where several students won 
a book to read over the Easter break. Plus there was our ‘Book 
of Hopes’ writing competition where students wrote poems or 
stories about ‘Hope’ with the winning entry being posted on 
our social media channels for all to enjoy.

As a staff wellbeing treat, we asked the people at Cute Little 
Drinks Van to reward our wonderful staff with a full day of tea, 
coffee, and pastries. It was a bit cold and windy but the fresh 
coffee soon made up for it. 

STUDENTS OF THE WEEK 
AWARD

WE LOVE READING & 
LITERACY

STAFF WELLBEING TREAT

@LeedsCityAcademy @LeedsCityWay @Whiteroseacademies
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I have been Chair of Governors for about two years, and I took on the role because I wanted to help make 
a positive difference to the lives of the young people in our local community. This past year has been a 
challenging time and I am immensely proud of the academy for putting provisions in place to support our 
pupils and their families. I look forward to continuing to work with everyone at the academy to ensure it is a 
place that provides a world class education and is a place where students feel welcomed and motivated 
to achieve their full potential.

MARGARET PARKES
CHAIR OF THE LOCAL ACCOUNTABILITY BOARD (LAB) FOR LEEDS EAST ACADEMY

MESSAGE FROM 
THE LAB CHAIR

#StaffSpotlight Miss Wisson was thanked 
for her wonderful advice and for 
supporting her colleagues.

Well done to Summer in Year 7 who has 
written a winning poem after competing 
in the Young Writers competition. 

Well done to Robyn who won a writing 
competition at Leeds Sixth Form.

STAFF AND STUDENT 
SPOTLIGHT

WHAT HAVE WE BEEN UP TO?

Our students have 
purchased many 
prizes from our 
Rewards Shop using 
their rewards points. 

We were able to 
launch our extra-
curricular activities. 
Our students have 
enjoyed attending 
our sports clubs.

Well done to our five 
winners of the half 
term attendance 
prize draw. 

LEA NEWS SOCIAL
SETTING
This half-term, KS3 and Year 10 students have been rewarded 
with hot chocolate treats on some mornings as a recognition of 
their hard work and an encouraging reminder to keep up the 
good work.

We’ve held many house competitions this term including a 
STEM (Science Technology English Maths) house competition 
in Year 8. Students had to dissect and identify parts of a fish 
and the winning team were able to identify the most parts as 
possible. The winning house team was…Noctua.

Our academy became the first school in Yorkshire to win the 
UK Parliament ‘School of the Year’ award, particularly for our 
efforts in engaging the community with environmental issues 
and sustainability. We’re so proud to win the award and to see 
the work of our staff and students recognised nationally. The 
story also got picked up by the Yorkshire Evening Post which  
the students were really excited about.

HOT CHOCOLATE TREATS

HOUSE COMPETITIONS

‘SCHOOL OF THE YEAR’

@LeedsEastAcademy @LeedsEastWay @Whiteroseacademies
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I’m proud to have been a governor for the academy for almost nine years, but this has been my first year as 
Chair. I’m proud of how Leeds West Academy has guided staff, students and parents through the learning 
journey of the last year and a half. I would like to thank our governors for their hard work; It’s a demanding 
role and one that it is also voluntary, so we appreciate your commitment. Around every corner there is 
a fresh surprise and I hope to keep you updated on how we are tackling these challenges through this 
newsletter and I always value your feedback on any aspect of governance.

CAROLINE GRUEN
CHAIR OF THE LOCAL ACCOUNTABILITY BOARD (LAB) FOR LEEDS WEST ACADEMY.

MESSAGE FROM 
THE LAB CHAIR

STAFF AND STUDENT 
SPOTLIGHT

WHAT HAVE WE BEEN UP TO?

David from Positively 
MAD  ran a session 
on Managing Mental 
Health to Year’s 10 
and 11 students.

Our students continue 
to be exceptional 
as they continue to 
follow our line-up and 
one way systems.

Leeds United Coach 
Mr Thewlis has been 
running sessions 
with Year 9 students 
on leadership and 
coaching skills in 
sport. 

Congratulations to Mrs Gesinde who was 
awarded Employee of the Month by our 
Principal, Mr Whieldon.

Congratulations to Sam, Year 11, who 
was recognised as Student of the Week.

We are so proud of Jack, Y10, who will 
soon begin a scholarship programme 
with Castleford Tigers. 

LWA NEWS SOCIAL
SETTING
Leeds West Academy has recently been awarded with the ‘Safeguarding Alliance COVID-19 Award’. The 
Safeguarding Alliance are a national centre for safeguarding standards. The award recognises how Leeds 
West Academy has demonstrated a resolute commitment to its community and students throughout 
the challenges of the COVID-19 pandemic and through innovation, adaptation and commitment have 
safeguarded our students. Safeguarding our young people is our number one priority. It is the responsibility 
of all our staff and so everyone on our staff team has played a part in securing this award. It is a recognition 
we all can feel proud of as it acknowledges how we have come together as a community during some 
of the toughest of times to keep our children safe.

Last half term our students were able to participate in Space Day. 
Space Day involves all students being off timetable and attending 
activities and sessions that relate to their personal, social, and 
emotional wellbeing. 

Outside agencies and local businesses came into the academy 
to host sessions that provide guidance and advice to students 
about a range of topics that relate to careers, local community 
issues and much more. During this Space Day our Year 7 students 
focused on ethnic diversity and religious beliefs, whilst our Year 10 students concentrated on the world of 
work, financial survival skills and potential career paths after school. The day was a huge success and will 
be a platform for all students to build upon in their tutor time discussions and any future activities in their 
curriculum timetable.

Our Year 7 and 8 specialism students were very excited as they 
were able to participate in their first drop down day of the 
academic year. 

The drop down day saw students take part in a stage fighting 
workshop with professional actor Rich Gittins where students 
learnt how to safely display physical skills on stage. Students also 
took part in a band skills workshop with Miss Kurij developing their 
collaboration skills. It was wonderful to spend time with our students 
and we look forward to hosting our next drop down day.

SAFEGUARDING ALLIANCE AWARD  

SPACE DAY

DROP DOWN DAY

@LeedsWestAcademy @LeedsWestWay @Whiteroseacademies
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I am delighted that I am chairing the Alder Tree Primary Local Accountability Board. As a team we are keen 
to support Alder Tree in its path to success. We are a new governing body, working under the White Rose 
Academies Trust, to ensure that children in the area get the best education that they can.

I look forward to us all going on the journey together and continually improving our children’s experiences 
and education. 

ANNIE MCMASTER
CHAIR OF THE LOCAL ACCOUNTABILITY BOARD (LAB) FOR ALDER TREE PRIMARY.

MESSAGE FROM 
THE LAB CHAIR

Congratulations to Lesha and Naz 
who won our ‘Design a Story in a Box’ 
competition. 

Thank you to our wonderful support staff 
who have shown such dedication and 
resilience over the past few weeks. 

Callum and Antonia very kindly helped 
Miss Linley organise our Rewards Shop, 
which is now looking terrific.

STAFF AND STUDENT 
SPOTLIGHT

WHAT HAVE WE BEEN UP TO?

Our Early Years 
children have 
been using natural 
resources to make 
creatures.

Miss Rhodes brought 
in her lambs to 
celebrate Easter and 
our children loved 
learning about them.

Employees from 
Waitrose attended 
our academy and 
gifted us some new 
books.

Our Year 4 children 
have started a 
campaign to save the 
trees and have been 
helpful in clearing the 
flowerbeds around 
school. 

ATP NEWS SOCIAL
SETTING

Over the past few weeks, our children have loved working with our 
Storyteller, Richard O’Neill on a number of fun projects. Our Reception 
children have enjoyed coming up with new block characters such as Block 
Girl and Chip Man. Our Year 3 children enjoyed Richard’s performance of 
one of his amazing stories. The weather was so nice that the children were 
able to go outside and use their imagination to act as characters within 
the story. Our Year 6 children have also enjoyed working with Richard and 

super doodler Michelle Russell to create characters and sketches for their project ‘Footie notes’. With our 
very own Principal, Miss Rhodes, turning into a cartoon character for the project.

We are excited to welcome Richard into our academy again over the coming weeks and eagerly await 
the finale of the ‘footie notes’ project.

Forest school has been a big success at Alder Tree Primary. Our children have had the opportunity to 
explore our fantastic grounds and participate in some fun activities. 

Students of Year 2 took a trip through a dark forest experiencing uneven 
terrain and hanging branches. They had fun walking through the trees and 
even enjoyed picking up litter. The students enjoyed a hot chocolate as 
a treat and expressed how they cannot wait for their next forest school 
activity. Our Early Years children also got to visit our forest school where 
they learnt how to make a fire and roast marshmallows. At the end of their 
activity, they enjoyed a hot chocolate sat around the fire. 

At Alder Tree Primary, we like to find ways to make learning fun and to 
show children how learning can take place outside of the classroom. Our 
Year 2 children have been using some captivating images to inspire them 
to generate incredible adjectives. We talked lots about how the job as an 
author is to use amazing vocabulary to describe what characters can see, 
hear and feel so readers can build a picture of the scene.

Our Year 3 children had the opportunity to travel (virtually) to North America as part of their lesson. They 
experienced checking in with their passports, going through security, sitting on the plane, and even having 
snacks from the hostess. We look forward to taking learning outside of the classroom in upcoming lessons. 

RESIDENT STORYTELLER – RICHARD O’NEILL

FOREST SCHOOL

FUN IN THE CLASSROOM

@MillFiledPrimary @MFPrimaryLeeds @Whiteroseacademies
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OFSTED UPDATE INSPECTION HANDBOOK
The education watchdog updated its school 
inspection handbook in April to reflect its approach 
to inspections as the COVID-19 pandemic 
continues. These changes cover a few key areas 
such as data, safeguarding and leadership, 
particularly how leaders have supported their 
school community throughout the pandemic.

You can find a summary of the most important 
changes at the Schools Week website:
https://schoolsweek.co.uk/ofsteds-covid-
inspection-changes-everything-you-need-to-
know/  

26 MAY TO 18 JUNE:
Window for teacher assessed grade submissions 
opened via awarding organisations’ respective 
portals.

18 JUNE TO 16 JULY:
Exam boards conducted sample checks of 
evidence. In exceptional circumstances.

10 AUGUST:
Results Day: A/AS Levels and relevant other Level 3.

12 AUGUST:
Results Day: GCSE and relevant other Level 2.

EDUCATION
NATION

You can also find a summary of the government 
guidance on assessed grades at:
https://schoolsweek.co.uk/gcses-and-a-levels-
2021-8-things-you-need-to-know-from-grades-
guidance/ 

GCSE AND A-LEVEL GRADES
KEY DATES AND GUIDANCE

Here is a summary of the key dates related to the 
grading of GCSE’s and A-Levels:

Over the past academic year, our trust 
has proactively responded to local 
and national lockdowns, changes in 
government guidance and so much 
more. These changes have impacted 
numerous aspects of academy life, from 
online learning to the implementation of 
one way systems to the wearing of face 
masks. It has been an extraordinary year 
but we would like to say a huge thank 
you to our staff, students, parents and 
wider communities who have supported 
us and shown great resilience during this 
uncertain time. 

For regular updates and further 
information, visit this website -
www.gov.uk/coronavirus/education-
and-childcare

OUR 
EXPERIENCE OF 
THE PANDEMIC 

FOLLOW OUR SOCIAL FEEDS FOR 
ALL THE IMPORTANT UPDATES

https://www.gov.uk/coronavirus/education-and-childcare
https://www.gov.uk/coronavirus/education-and-childcare
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SUPPORTING OUR COMMUNITY ‘FAMILY SUPPORT BULLETIN’
At a time when people’s lives were dramatically changing, we created this 
bulletin to signpost people to services, resources and info to help them get 
through these challenging times.

Read the bulletin at:
www.whiteroseacademies.org/family-support-bulletin

SUPPORTING OUR COMMUNITY ‘WHITE ROSE RECIPE BOOK’
Staff members throughout the White Rose Academies Trust also worked 
together to produce a collection of affordable, easy and delicious recipes 
for everyone to enjoy.

Read the recipe book at:
www.whiteroseacademies.org/recipe-book

 

SUPPORTING OUR COMMUNITY ‘LOCAL BUSINESS DIRECTORY’
We also developed a local business directory to encourage everyone to 
support our local businesses.

Read the directory at:
www.whiteroseacademies.org/local-business

WELLBEING PROGRAMMES FOR STAFF, STUDENTS AND FAMILIES

The Trust have developed a programme of wellbeing initiatives for staff, 
students and families. Please be reminded that you can email trustwellbeing@
whiteroseacademies.org with any queries, issues, or any other ideas for 
initiatives.

#STAYSAFE AND #KEEPSMILING
When the first national lockdown was called in March 2020, our staff worked 
hard to keep students and families smiling with a wide range of fun and 
educational videos.

SUPPORTING
OUR COMMUNITY 
THROUGH THE PANDEMIC 

OUR LINKOUR LINK
GOVERNORSGOVERNORS

WHAT IS A LINK 
GOVERNOR?
Link Governors are appointed by the Trust Board to oversee specific 
areas of review in which they have expertise, Link Governors are an 
effective way for the Board to understand, oversee and monitor areas 
of responsibility within the academies. Covering a range of areas 
including business, leadership, safeguarding and the curriculum, Link 
Governors also develop connections with staff within the academy 
to enable reviews to be continuous. 

Thasleem Akhtar – Parental & Community Engagement 
Debbie Danks – Curriculum; Teaching & Learning; English and Science 
Mike Diaz – Business & Finance; HR (Human Resources) & SCR (Single 
Central Record); IT  (Information Technology)
Paul Morrissey – Leadership & Management; Safeguarding 
Ann Nicholl – Student Culture; SEND (Special Educational Needs and 
Disabilities); Pupil Premium; Maths
Annie Wei – Careers & IAG (Information and Guidance); Equality & 
Diversity

Michael Bray – Health & Safety 
Helen Buckroyd – Behaviour, Equality & Diversity 
Margaret Parkes – Leadership & Governance, Finance 
Jeanne Rogers – Teaching & Learning 
Gemma Simmons-Blench – Core Subjects & Student Outcomes 
Orla Weaver – SEND (Special Educational Needs and Disabilities)
Derek Whitehead – Safeguarding 
Sue Wynne – Careers & IAG (Information and Guidance)

Natasha Armitage-Evans – Careers 
Jane Brown – Safeguarding 
Darren Finlay – Staff Matters; Health & Safety 
Caroline Gruen – Leadership & Governance 
Gillian Knutsson – Closing the Gap 
Carol Layall – Quality of Education 

Sheila Lucciarini – Safeguarding
Annie McMaster – Leadership & Management 
Louise Turner – SEND (Special Educational Needs and Disabilities)

LEEDS CITY ACADEMY

LEEDS EAST ACADEMY

LEEDS WEST ACADEMY

ALDER TREE PRIMARY

AND HOW TO CONTACT THEM
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We hope you have enjoyed our first edition of this newsletter. 

If you would like to share any ideas of what you would like to 
see in our future newsletters,  please email:

ANYTHING FOR 
OUR NEXT ISSUE?

marketing@whiteroseacademies.org


